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Beyond HERA: Contributions of
specific prefrontal brain areas to

long-term memory retrieval
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Recent neuroimaging studies have provided a wealth of information about areas within prefrontal
cortex involved in long-term memory, These studies prompted a proposal by Tulving and colleagues
(Tulving, Kapur, Craik, Habib, & Houle, 1994)that prefrontal contributions to memory function are
related to laterality differences (the hemispheric encoding/retrieval asymmetry model). This review
goes beyond a general characterization of prefrontal lobes to a more specific analysis of distinct
areas within the prefrontal cortex. Separate prefrontal areas, sometimes within the same hemi
sphere, are discussed in terms of selective contributions that they might make to memory retrieval,
In the end, it is concluded that a framework which tries to understand prefrontal function in terms
of specific areas is a useful complement to models, like HERA,which attempt to find unifying prin
ciples across multiple areas.

The past decade has seen an outpouring of informa
tion about the neurobiological basis of human cognition,
owing largely to the refinement of methods for imaging
active brain areas in healthy, awake subjects as they per
form cognitive tasks (Posner & Raichle, 1994). These
methods, often referred to as neuroimaging techniques,
provide a window, previously unavailable, into the func
tion of the brain. Memory research has likewise benefit
ted tremendously from these technologies, with over 50
imaging studies ofmemory reported to date. Importantly,
these studies have allowed researchers to propose and
test ideas about brain areas and pathways that might un
derlie memory function (for examples see Buckner & Tul
ving, 1995; Petrides, Alivisatos, Evans, & Meyer, 1993;
Raichle et al., 1994; Schacter, Alpert, Savage, Rauch, &
Albert, 1996). Many ofthe results are in good agreement
with predictions based on earlier methodologies; other
results have been entirely unanticipated.

On the basis of unexpected findings about the lateral
ization of prefrontal activations during memory tasks,
Tulving, Kapur, Craik, Moscovitch, and Houle (1994) pro
posed a model of hemispheric encoding/retrieval asym
metry (HERA). The HERA model drew on data from
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multiple neuroimaging studies conducted across several
different laboratories. The main assertions of the HERA
model were that (1) right prefrontal cortical areas are more
involved in episodic retrieval than are left prefrontal areas,
and (2) left prefrontal areas are more involved in semantic
retrieval and episodic encoding than are right prefrontal
areas. The idea that the prefrontal cortex may be involved
in long-term memory function had been previously advo
cated on the basis oflesion work (Milner, Petrides, & Smith,
1985; Moscovitch, 1982; Schacter, 1987; Shimamura,
Janowsky, & Squire, 1991), but hemispheric asymmetry in
relation to memory function was a completely novel pro
posal which helped draw attention to the commonalities
observed across a wide range of neuroimaging studies.

Recently, the HERA model has been revisited in order
to determine how well it has predicted new data (Nyberg,
Cabeza, & Tulving, 1996). The current scorecard, which
includes data collected after HERA's initial report (Tul
ving, Kapur, Craik, et aI., 1994), is well in favor of HERA,
suggesting that the model reliably captures a general pat
tern observed across many neuroimaging studies.

However, in spite of the HERA model's ability to pre
dict data on the average, several ofits shortcomings need
to be addressed. The HERA model's main limitation is
that it is minimally constrained in terms of prefrontal
anatomy and thus provides only an initial heuristic from
which to work. A second limitation is that the model fo
cuses on prefrontal brain areas that differ across stages
and types of memory, while it underemphasizes com
monalities-which may also be quite important.

In this review, attention will be focused on a finer level
of prefrontal analysis in line with our current under
standing of prefrontal anatomy. This should not be taken
as a step backward. The goal is not to show that the HERA
model is inaccurate, but rather to provide a more detailed
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look at which prefrontal areas are involved in memory
function, and in what capacities. This is meant as a step
forward and as a complement to the HERA model.

Evidence shows that neuroimaging techniques are ca
pable of resolving distinct subdivisions (areas) of the
prefrontal cortex. Examination of the prefrontal cortex
in terms of specific areas should yield a more complete
description of prefrontal contributions to memory. Sev
eral examples will be given which show how multiple,
functionally distinct prefrontal areas contribute to long
term memory retrieval processes; some ofthese areas are
located in the right prefrontal cortex, while others are lo
cated in the left. Neuroimaging studies have revealed
distinct prefrontal areas which have selective roles in
memory retrieval that are not captured by descriptions
based solely on their laterality.

CONCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS
Multiple Prefrontal Areas and the Ability of

Neuroimaging to Detect Them

Before a description of prefrontal contributions to
memory can be made, it is important to discuss what, ex
actly, the prefrontal cortex is. The prefrontal cortex is a
subdivision of the frontal cortex, the most anterior por
tion of the human brain. Unlike the primary motor cor
tex and premotor cortex, which are also subdivisions of
the frontal cortex, the prefrontal cortex does not have
connections to brain areas that directly control move
ment and thus must act indirectly (through the premotor
and motor cortex) to participate in the production of
overt behaviors. Anatomically, the prefrontal cortex is
defined by the organization of its cortical layers at a mi
croscopic level, its connections to other brain areas such
as the thalamus, and physiological properties (Goldman
Rakic, 1987).

It has long been accepted that the prefrontal cortex is
made up of multiple, functionally distinct areas. Brod
mann (1909/1994), using purely anatomical techniques,
characterized the human prefrontal cortex and described
(with some uncertainty) eight distinct prefrontal areas.
The map that he produced, which included these areas and
a few more added later, is now widely used as a common
reference system. More modern characterizations have
further subdivided (and sometimes revised) Brodmann's
map in humans (e.g., Petrides & Pandya, 1994).

Studies ofnonhuman primates, which are amenable to
more sophisticated anatomical analysis, have revealed
numerous distinct areas of the prefrontal cortex with a
considerable degree ofcertainty (Barbas & Pandya, 1989;
Carmichael & Price, 1994; Preuss & Goldman-Rakic,
1991). These divisions are far more elaborate than char
acterizations based on early anatomical approaches using
techniques available to Brodmann.

The degree to which the multiple prefrontal areas are
interdependent and/or process information in parallel
pathways remains unresolved. What is clear is that mul
tiple prefrontal areas have somewhat distinct processing
roles-a property that certainly extends to humans. Thus,

with regard to the human prefrontal cortex, it is essential
to begin a functional characterization with the assump
tion that multiple areas exist which may perform separa
ble operations (Buckner & Petersen, 1996).

Given this orientation, the natural question becomes,
Are we technically capable ofstudying the multiple func
tional subdivisions of human prefrontal cortex? Using
traditional methodologies, such as lesion analysis, it is
often difficult to divide the prefrontal cortex into func
tional areas because of the limited availability of focal
brain injuries. However, such characterization is begin
ning and is likely to make important contributions (e.g.,
Fiez, Damasio, & Tranel; 1995; Swick & Knight, in press).

Neuroimaging methods, however, serve as a ready
tool for characterizing distinct prefrontal areas. These
methods permit the observation of local changes in me
tabolism that are correlated with focused changes in
neural activity (DeYoe, Bandettini, Neitz, Miller, &
Winans, 1994; Raichle, 1987). Moreover, there are data
that can be used to determine the current ability of neu
roimaging to localize and resolve activations within the
prefrontal cortex-locali::ation referring to the accuracy
with which an activation can be placed within the pre
frontal cortex, and resolution referring to the distance by
which two areas of activation must be separated before
they can be identified as more than one area. Localiza
tion and resolution are similar in that they both enable
the accurate description of an activation. However, mul
tiple areas of activation can be indistinguishable (poor
resolution) but nonetheless consistently localized to the
same large area (reliable localization). Similarly, multi
ple activated areas can consistently appear as separate
activations (good resolution), but their locations can
vary from one subject group to the next (unreliable lo
calization). It is thus important to address localization
and resolution separately.

The ability of neuroimaging to reliably localize pre
frontal brain areas is demonstrated in studies of the same
behavioral paradigm across independent groups of sub
jects imaged on separate occasions. Figure IA shows such
an example, in which a left prefrontal activation was de
tected across three independent groups of subjects per
forming the same verbal memory retrieval task (Buckner,
Petersen, Ojemann, et al., 1995). The anatomical region
covered by the activations is relatively small and sug
gests about a lO-mm range in the ability to localize acti
vations in groups ofsubjects. A slightly better result was
obtained with a right prefrontal activation in the same
groups of subjects performing a different verbal retrieval
task (see Buckner & Petersen, 1996). Examination of
male and female subjects separately also showed reliable
localization of prefrontal activations within the milli
meter range (Buckner, Raichle, & Petersen, 1995). These
findings clearly demonstrate that current neuroimaging
techniques are highly reliable at detecting prefrontal
activations.

Equally essential is the ability of neuroimaging to re
solve activations originating from distinct prefrontal
areas as separate. 1 The first evidence that neuroimaging
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IELlAIiLlTY _urION patterns of neuronal firing that occur below this resolu
tion (perhaps even at the millimeter level) will go unde
tected, because the visualized pattern ofactivity is blurred
over a larger spatial extent. Nonetheless, neuroimaging
clearly provides a method for localizing and resolving
human prefrontal activations to a level previously un
available, and it can be exploited to gain insights into
prefrontal functional anatomy.

Figure 1. Two lateral views ofthe left hemisphere illustrate the
reliability and resolution of PET neuroimaging to detect activa
tions within human prefrontal cortex (see note 1). (A) Three ac
tivations are plotted that were obtained from independent groups
of subjects performing the same task (squares). As can be seen,
the activations fall in nearly the same location across groups, sug
gesting that the technique is highly reliable (Buckner, Petersen,
et al., 1995). (B) Two clusters of activations are plotted from in
dependent subject groups performing two different tasks. The
circles represent an area activated during both tasks; the squares
represent an area that is activated during only one of the tasks.
Demonstration that these two areas can be reliably separated by
manipulating behavioral tasks resolves the two areas as being
functionally independent (Buckner, Raichle, et al., 1995). Figure
adapted, with permission, from "What Does Neuroimaging Tell
Us About the Role of Prefrontal Cortex in Memory Retrieval?"
by R. L. Buckner and S. E. Petersen, 1996, Seminars in the Neuro
sciences, 8, pp. 47-55. Copyright 1996 by Academic Press.

can resolve multiple prefrontal areas comes from a re
view ofthe literature. There have been reports ofactiva
tions that span nearly the entire volume of prefrontal
cortex-a large region that, as discussed earlier, is known
to contain multiple anatomically distinct areas. However,
there are many sources of variance that might erro
neously produce the appearance of multiple prefrontal
areas' being activated (e.g., anatomic variability, differ
ent localization procedures used across laboratories, in
clusion of data that contain Type I errors).

For this reason, it is important to determine a more
conservative estimate of neuroimaging's ability to dis
tinguish among prefrontal areas (in this instance, PET
neuroimaging). This can be done by directly comparing
data across behavioral tasks and showing that one pre
frontal area is reliably activated by one set of tasks,
whereas a nearby area is reliably activated by a different
set of tasks.? Several recently published analyses using
this kind ofapproach suggest a current upper limit to the
resolution of neuroimaging at about 16 mm (Buckner,
Raichle, & Petersen, 1995; Petrides, Alvisatos, Evans, &
Meyer, 1993) (Figure 2B), which corresponds roughly to
the difference between the approximate locations ofBrod
mann areas 10 and 45, or areas 44 and 47.

If we extrapolate from nonhuman primate work, it
seems likely that the currently available resolution is
quite adequate for observing the first level of functional
subdivisions within the prefrontal cortex. As research
progresses, it will probably be necessary to observe phy
siological function at a much finer resolution, and neuro
imaging may not be the tool for this next level of analy
sis. It is also important to acknowledge that changes in

PREFRONTAL PATHWAYS USED
DURING MEMORY RETRIEVAL

Given that the prefrontal cortex is made up of multi
ple areas and that current neuroimaging techniques can
detect activations within these areas, it can be shown that
distinct prefrontal areas are activated selectively during
different kinds of memory retrieval. Rather than start
with a discussion of a large number of retrieval tasks, I
will begin by describing findings from three separate.
sets of task pairs.

These task pairs can serve to illustrate the main point
of this review: that functionally distinct (and sometimes
multiple) prefrontal areas are used during memory tasks
during both episodic and semantic retrieval tasks. Be
cause neuroimaging data are noisy and the literature
likely contains reports of spurious activations, the three
task pairs have been selected so as to include only find
ings replicated across independent groups of subjects
performing the same (or very similar) tasks (see Table 1).
I am thus highly confident that these task pairs can be
used to dissociate multiple prefrontal brain areas. The
descriptions of the processes that the areas support, on
the other hand, will likely be refined as more data are
collected. Two of the prefrontal areas that have been
identified will be discussed in more detail, in order to il
lustrate their generality.

Comparison of Two Different Verbal
Semantic Retrieval Tasks

Semantic retrieval refers to accessing facts and gen
eral information learned over the course of one's life
time, without recollection of where or when the infor
mation was learned (Tulving, 1983). The most common
example of semantic retrieval, and the one most studied
with the use ofneuroimaging, is word retrieval. Two se
mantic word retrieval tasks will be contrasted here: one
involving the retrieval of words based on letter cues and
the other involving the retrieval of words based on word
meaning.

The first task is the stem-completion task. In this task,
subjects are given a series of three-letter word begin
nings (e.g., "cou") and asked to complete each one to
form a word (e.g., "couple" or "cousin"). Clearly, many
component processes must be completed for one to suc
ceed at this task. Subjects must visually process the let
ters, extract their identity, retrieve a word based on the
letters, and verbally output that word. When subjects are
imaged as they perform this task, it can be seen that
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Figure 2. Three sets of tasks are depicted to illustrate memory-related activation of separate pre
frontal areas. Each pair of hemispheres shows left and right lateralized activations from a single task
image, with activations indicated by shading. (A) Activations across two tasks relying on verbal se
mantic retrieval are illustrated. Two separate areas in the left prefrontal cortex (labeled 1 and 2) are
activated differentially across the two tasks (see text). (B) A comparison between a task relying on ver
bal semantic retrieval and one relying on verbal episodic retrieval is shown. This comparison reveals a
specific right anterior prefrontal area activated only during episodic retrieval (labeled 3) (see text).
(C) Two tasks are compared that utilize nonverbal (face) information. Remarkably, when the task in
volves episodic retrieval of faces, the same right anterior prefrontal area is activated as in verbal
episodic retrieval (labeled 3). However, in the case of face retrieval, this area is activated in addition to
a more posterior right-Iateralized area (labeled 4) that is not present in any ofthe verbal tasks.

many of their brain areas are activated (compared with a
low-level reference control task, in which the subjects
stare at a fixation point). The activation ofseveral ofthese
brain areas is attributable to the visual and speech de
mands of the task; these activated areas include striate
and extrastriate cortex (visual cortex), premotor and motor
cortex, medial cerebellum, and the supplementary motor
area. In addition to these areas, anterior cingulate, right
lateral cerebellum, and left inferior prefrontal cortex are
also activated.

Of interest here is the left inferior prefrontal area, de
picted in the left panel of Figure 2A (labeled 1). This
area, localized at or near Brodmann areas 44 and/or 45,
has been activated reliably during stem completion (Buck
ner, Petersen, et al., 1995).3It appears to perform, in some
capacity, operations related to semantic word retrieval."
The evidence for this is that it is activated across a wide
range ofother tasks that involve verbal semantic retrieval
(as will be discussed later). Moreover, it does not appear
to be activated during tasks that involve simple speech
output which do not require subjects to access a new
word from memory (see Buckner & Petersen, 1996;
Buckner & Tulving, 1995; or Raich1e et al., 1994, for
discussion).

Examination of the second semantic retrieval task, in
which subjects must retrieve words on the basis of word
meaning, reveals a quite different pattern of left pre
frontal activation (Petersen, Fox, Posner. Mintun, &
Raichle, 1988, 1989; Raichle et al., 1994). Instead of the
activation's being confined to a relatively small area of
the left prefrontal cortex, the activated region now ex
tends anteriorly and ventrally into Brodmann areas 10
and/or 47 (but still includes the area activated by stem
completion). The right panel of Figure 2A shows this
more diffuse activation (areas labeled 1 and 2). Of
central importance here is that this pattern ofmore wide
spread activation does not reflect noise or random vari
ables; the same pattern has been shown to occur indepen
dently across two separate groups of subjects (Buckner,
Raichle, & Petersen, 1995). A reasonable (but still tenta
tive) explanation is that, during the retrieval of word
meaning, a second level of more anterior left prefrontal
areas is recruited in addition to the left inferior prefrontal
area. Support for this explanation comes from work of
Kapur et al. (1994) and Demb et al. (1995), who have also
found activation of these more anterior areas during
tasks involving the semantic retrieval of word meaning
(but see Klein, Milner, Zatorre, Meyer. & Evans. 1995).
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Table I
Sources of Data Providing the Three Examples of Dissociations in

Prefrontal Cortex Drawn in Figure 2

Initial Source of Data Replication(s)

Figure 2A: left panel
Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995, Exp. I) Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995, Exp. 2, Exp. 3)*

Figure 2A: right panel
Petersen et al. (1988); Petersen et al. (1989) Raichle et al. (1994)*

Figure 2B: left panel
Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995, Exp. I) Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995, Exp. 2, Exp. 3)

Figure 2B: right panel
Squire et al. (1992) Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995, Exp. 2, Exp. 3)

Figure 2C: left panel
Haxby et al. (1994) Grady et al. (1994, old subjects)"

Figure 2C: right panel
Haxby et al..(1996) Grady et al. (1995, old subjects)

*Also see Buckner, Raichle, et al. (1995). tThe right prefrontal activations in this data set were similar,
but not identical, to the data collected from the subjects in Haxby et al. (1994). The description of the data
presented in Figure 2C represents an approximation of the combined data from the two experiments.

Taken together, these two semantic retrieval tasks re
veal something about the organization of the left pre
frontal cortex. A left inferior area appears to be generally
recruited when subjects must access word information
(area 1, Figure 2A). A second area (area 2, Figure 2A),
appears to be additionally recruited when the semantic
retrieval requires access to word meaning. The interpre
tations of the functional basis for these activations are, of
course, tentative, because such a small number of in
stances exist from which to generalize. Regardless, the
dissociation between the left inferior prefrontal area and
the more anterior left prefrontal areas is robust and is not
predicted by the HERA model. Any new models of pre
frontal function should take this dissociation into ac
count (Buckner, Raichle, et aI., 1995).

Comparison of Verbal Semantic
and Episodic Retrieval

Episodic retrieval refers to the recollection of a spe
cific event and the context associated with that event.
This differs from semantic retrieval in that, for episodic
retrieval, information must be accessed that contains the
individual perspective of the rememberer and informa
tion about where and when the event occurred (Tulving,
1983). A reasonable question to ask is, What are the sim
ilarities and differences among brain areas activated dur
ing semantic and episodic memory retrieval tasks?

This question was addressed in a series of studies by
Squire et al. (1992) and Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995).
The task studied was a variant of the stem-completion
task that relied on episodic memory (often called stem
cued recall). For this task, subjects studied a list ofwords
(e.g., "courage"). Then, after a delay period, they were
shown the beginnings of the words (e.g., "cou") and
asked to recall the study words that began with the let
ters. This differs from the stem-completion task discussed
earlier, in that subjects are asked to specifically recall
words presented during a unique study episode rather
than to produce any word beginning with the three letters.

The retrieval portion of this episodic version of the
stem-completion task activated the same brain areas that
the semantic version of the task did. These included an
terior cingulate, right-lateral cerebellum, and left infe
rior prefrontal cortex as well as the other brain areas dis
cussed earlier. This answers one part of the question
posed earlier: overlapping brain areas are activated dur
ing semantic and episodic retrieval. However, in addition
to these common areas, a new area in the right anterior
prefrontal cortex (Buckner, Petersen, et aI., 1995), lo
cated at or near Brodmann area 10, was activated (Fig
ure 2B).5 This right anterior prefrontal area demonstrates
selective activation in the episodic version of the stem
completion task and is not observed during the exclu
sively semantic version of the task.

If one considers these data (Figure 2B) and compares
them with the data discussed in the previous section
(Figure 2A), a pattern emerges. An area in the left inferior
prefrontal cortex (area 1, Figure 2) appears to be gener
ally recruited during all the tasks requiring retrieval of
verbal information, including both semantic and
episodic retrieval tasks. This area may support access to,
or representation of, verbal information-a demand that
is common to all the retrieval tasks illustrated in Fig
ures 2A and 28.6 Additional support for this possibility
is shown in Figure 3A, in which activations are plotted
across a wide range of tasks requiring retrieval of verbal
information. This figure shows a remarkable conver
gence around this distinct area in the left inferior pre
frontal cortex.

Even more provocative is the observation that this left
inferior prefrontal area is often not activated in isolation.
Multiple, possibly higher level, prefrontal brain areas are
additionally activated, depending on the specific task de
mands. In the task involving semantic retrieval of word
meaning, the left inferior area was activated in addition
to more anterior left prefrontal areas. In the episodic re
trieval task just discussed, the left inferior area was ac
tivated along with a right anterior prefrontal area.
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Figure 3. Data from a number of PET studies are plotted to show that highly local
ized areas of the prefrontal cortex are reliably activated during tasks involving com
mon memory demands. Both sections represent horizontal planes through the brain
at 12 mm above the AC-PC line based on Talairach and Tournoux (1988) (the ap
proximate location is depicted in the lateral view of the brain). Activations were in
cluded if they fell within 1 cm of this horizontal plane. Panel A: Verbal memory re
trieval. A left inferior area is activated across a wide range oftasks involving semantic
(and sometimes episodic) retrieval of verbal information: (1) Petersen, Fox, Posner,
Mintun, and Raichle (1988); (2) Frith, Frtston, Liddle, and Frackowiak (1991);
(3) Wise et al, (1991); (4) Kapur et al. (1994); (5-7) Buckner, Petersen, et al. (1995);
(8) Raichle et al, (1994); (9-11) Klein, Milner, Zatorre, Meyer, and Evans (1995);
(12-13) Martin, Haxby, Lalonde, Wiggs, and Ungerleider (1995). Panel B: Episodic
memory retrieval. A distinct right anterior prefrontal area is activated by many tasks
that require episodic retrieval, including tasks involving both verbal and nonverbal in
formation: (A) Squire et al. (1992); (B--C) Buckner, Petersen, et al, (1995); (D) Haxby
et aI. (1996); (E) Grady et al. (1995); (F) Tulving, Kapur, Markowitsch, et al, (1994);
(G-H) Buckner, Raichle, et al. (1995); (1) Andreasen et al. (1995); and (J) Schacter
et al. (1996).

The HERA model, by illuminating only differences
between episodic and semantic retrieval, draws attention
away from the fact that this left inferior prefrontal area
is active during both episodic and semantic verbal re
trieval. This occurs because the data can be discussed
and interpreted in one of two ways, both of which are
correct (Figure 4). One way to examine brain areas active
during semantic and episodic retrieval tasks is to com
pare the tasks with a low-level control task that does not
make any memory demands. Such comparisons reveal
all the brain areas active during the tasks-those which
overlap as well as those which are unique to the two
tasks. Alternatively, if one wanted to isolate brain areas
specific to episodic retrieval, one might compare it with
a similar task that required only semantic retrieval. This
approach would isolate areas selective for episodic re
trieval but would not necessarily reveal all the areas ac
tivated by the episodic retrieval task. Areas shared in
common by both the semantic and the episodic retrieval
tasks would be missed.

There are tradeoffs between the two kinds of compar
isons. Well-controlled comparisons serve to better iso
late cognitive processes and, presumably, isolate brain
areas differentially involved in those processes. Such
comparisons, however, potentially miss important brain
areas being activated by the task, simply because the ref
erence control task is also activating those brain areas.
Comparisons involving low-level reference tasks iden
tify more completely the brain pathways activated but
are difficult to interpret because they are undercon
strained.

Both of these tradeoffs are illustrated in Figure 4. A
distributed pathway including left inferior prefrontal
cortex is similarly activated during both semantic and
episodic versions of the stem-completion task. As al
ready discussed, a right anterior prefrontal area is addi
tionally activated during the episodic version. It is quite
possible that the role of the right anterior prefrontal area
cannot be understood independently of the other brain
areas that are concurrently being activated. If there had
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BRAIN AREAS THAT DIFFER

Semantic Retrieval Episodic Retrieval

B minus A
Brain areas specific
to episodic retrieval

t t
ALL ACTIVE BRAIN AREAS

Figure 4. Representative activations are displayed for two different memory tasks (from
Buckner, Petersen, et aI., 1995), one relying on semantic retrieval (left section, labeled A) and
one relying on episodic retrieval (middle section, labeled B). The activations displayed in these
two sections are determined in relation to a low-level control task which contains minimal
memory demands. Making such a broad comparison shows that many cortical brain areas
are activated because of the many demands of the memory retrieval tasks, including areas
activated in common by the two memory tasks as well as those differentially activated. If, on
the other hand, the two tasks are compared directly, then only the brain areas differentially
activated across the two kinds of memory tasks are visible (right section, labeled B minus A).
The latter kind of comparison allows one to observe brain areas specialized for the processes
that differ between the two tasks. However, the complete pattern of activation is only appre
ciated by observing both kinds of comparisons.

been no comparison that involved a low-level control
task, only activation of the right anterior prefrontal cor
tex would have been detected, and the other, potentially
important, areas in the pathway would not have been ob
served. If, on the other hand, the episodic version of the
stem-completion task had been compared exclusively
with the low-level control task, a different problem
would have occurred. Areas within the complex activa
tion pattern specifically related to episodic retrieval
would not have been revealed. Ideally, researchers
should try to examine as many relevant comparisons as
possible in order to understand their data fully.7

Many data in the literature are presented using only
one kind of comparison, including those predominantly
relied on by Tulving and colleagues in their recent ex
plication of the HERA model (Nyberg et aI., 1996). For
the data that they highlight, almost all of the episodic re
trieval tasks were compared with semantic retrieval
tasks. It is likely that, for many of the episodic retrieval
tasks included in the HERA model-especially those re
lying on verbal information-other brain areas, including
the left inferior prefrontal cortex, were activated and would
have been detected if the episodic retrieval tasks had
been compared with tasks that did not involve the manipu
lation ofwords from semantic memory (see also Petrides,
Alivisatos, & Evans, 1995, for a similar observation).

Comparison of a Working Memory for Faces
Versus Episodic Retrieval of Faces

The tasks thus far discussed have relied on retrieval of
verbal information and have revealed a common left in
ferior prefrontal cortex activation. The task pair discussed
here requires processing of pictorial (face) information,
and the PET images obtained during their performance
demonstrate a different pattern of prefrontal activation.

The first task involves simply deciding which of two
faces matches a target face. To perform this task, subjects
likely process the visual forms that they are presented,
recognize that they are faces, and then make a compari
son of the faces in working memory, selectively attend
ing to the features that make the faces distinct. Images of
brain activation for this task, as compared with a senso
rimotor control task (no faces were present in the control
task), show many visual areas in the occipital cortex as
well as an area in the right inferior prefrontal cortex
(Grady et aI., 1994; Haxby et aI., 1994; see also Court
ney, Ungerleider, Keil, & Haxby, in press). This right
inferior prefrontal area falls at or near Brodmann areas
45 and/or 47 (area 4, Figure 2C, left panel).

Contrasting this area ofright-inferior cortex activation
with the verbal memory retrieval tasks discussed earlier
demonstrates another interesting distinction among pre
frontal areas. In this case, the distinction is between ver-
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bal and pictorial information. The verbal tasks discussed
previously (including both semantic and episodic re
trieval) activated a left inferior prefrontal area (Figures
2A and 2B), whereas the current task, requiring the pro
cessing of pictorial information, activated a right infe
rior prefrontal area (Figure 2C, left panel).

When the face-matching task was changed to require
subjects to recognize the faces on the basis of informa
tion within episodic memory, a right anterior prefrontal
area was observed in addition to the more posterior right
inferior area activated by face matching (Grady et al.,
1995; Haxby et al., 1996). Remarkably, this right ante
rior prefrontal area is in a location nearly identical to the
area activated by the verbal episodic memory retrieval
task (area 3, Figure 3C). These findings suggest two im
portant points. First, they demonstrate that the right an
terior prefrontal area is distinct from the more posterior
right inferior prefrontal area recruited during both face
matching and episodic retrieval of faces. Second, they
show that the right anterior prefrontal area is selectively
recruited during episodic retrieval regardless ofthe kind
of information being retrieved.

Figure 3B explores this last point more fully by show
ing activation ofthis right anterior prefrontal area across
10 episodic retrieval tasks. These episodic retrieval tasks
include paired-associate recall ofwords (e.g., Andreasen
et al., 1995; Buckner, Raich1e, Miezin, & Petersen, 1995),
paired-associate recall ofpictures (e.g., Buckner, Raichle,
et al., 1995), recognition of words (e.g., Tulving, Kapur,
Markowitsch, et al., 1994), and recognition of faces (e.g.,
Grady et al., 1995; Haxby et al., 1996). The retrieval cues
have been presented aurally (e.g., Buckner, Raichle,
et al., 1995; Tulving, Kapur, Markowitsch, et al., 1994)
and visually (e.g., Buckner, Petersen, et al., 1995; Grady
et al., 1995; Haxby et al., 1996), and the study modality
has been systematically manipulated (e.g., Buckner, Pe
tersen, et al., 1995). Across all of these surface changes,
the same area has been activated during episodic re
trieval. Most importantly, the data presented suggest that
the common activation does not occur across a distrib
uted set ofright prefrontal areas. Rather, the common ac
tivation during episodic retrieval is highly localized,
falling at or near Brodmann area 10.

CONCLUSIONS

This review has demonstrated that neuroimaging en
ables the observation of activation within specific areas
of the prefrontal cortex. The analysis of neuroimaging
data with the goal of isolating contributions of specific
prefrontal brain areas to memory has highlighted a num
ber of findings that would otherwise be missed within
a framework that treats prefrontal cortex as a single
entity-such as that presented by the HERA model.

By no means is this meant to suggest that a model like
HERA, which attempts to find a unitary function across
prefrontal areas, cannot be valid. As Moscovitch (1989)
points out in relation to neuropsychological data, "there

is something romantic in trying to find unity or at least
a family resemblance among the variety of memory
deficits after frontal system damage" (p. 157). This idea
is echoed in work by Goldman-Rakic (1987), who has
postulated, on the basis ofnonhuman primate work, that
"each subdivision of prefrontal cortex performs a simi
lar operation and differences between areas lie mainly in
the nature of information upon which the operation is
performed" (pp. 138-139).

However, notions ofunitary function within prefrontal
cortex (or lobes within prefrontal cortex) should be en
tertained with moderation. Perhaps there are unifying
principles that relate function across prefrontal areas;
perhaps groups of areas share similar properties that
make them distinct from other sets of areas within the
prefrontal cortex. Regardless, in relation to memory, the
research goal is the same-to attempt to determine the
processing roles of specific brain areas and how they
interact with other brain areas. If there are similarities
across prefrontal areas, either in the kind ofprocess they
perform, or in the kind of information upon which they
operate, patterns will emerge that suggest these com
monalities. If, on the other hand, the prefrontal cortex is
only treated as a single entity, the possibility of under
standing the distinct roles of the individual areas is lost
from the onset.
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NOTES

I. The term resolution is most often used in neuroimaging to refer
to how far apart two simultaneously imaged activations must be dis
tanced before they can be identified as separate. I use the term here to
refer to the absolute ability to resolve separate sources, which will
likely (for PET) be better across multiple images than within single
images (see Raichle, 1987, for an explanation). Furthermore, the cur
rently available resolution of neuroimaging techniques is likely to im
prove as our methods advance. By the time this paper appears in press,
studies may well have been done that demonstrate a higher level of
resolution within the prefrontal cortex. In this regard, the values given
for the ability of neuroimaging to resolve separate prefrontal activa
tions should be considered an upper bound likely to improve as meth
ods, especially those based on functional magnetic resonance imag
ing, are refined.

2. The issue ofdissociating separate areas is difficult and should be
approached carefully. Neuroimaging techniques often produce noisy
data, and statistical tests are used to threshold data that are presented.
For this reason, multiple areas might appear to be activated, owing to
factors other than those related to functional anatomical boundaries.
Dissociations across areas should be replicated and shown to be sys
tematic across independent data sets before they are taken seriously.

3. It is difficult to say exactly which Brodmann area an activation
is located in, especially in the prefrontal cortex. This is because Brod
mann's areas are defined by anatomical boundaries observed at the
microscopic level. Gross anatomical landmarks cannot always be used
to define the boundaries, because there is known between-subjects
variability. For this reason, terminology such as "at or near Brodmann
areas 44 or 45" is used to reflect this uncertainty.

Rajkowska and Goldman-Rakic (l995a, 1995b) have recently
mapped human variation in prefrontal areas based on cytoarchitec
tonic definitions. Importantly, the anatomic data from the individual
subjects were placed into a standardized space identical to the space
used by most neuroimaging groups. This extremely promising kind of
analysis may eventually lead to a higher level of certainty about ana
tomic localization of activations.

4. The term semantic word retrieval is being used in its most general
sense, referring to the generic access of words from long-term mem
ory and not exclusively to access based on word meaning. The partic
ular left inferior prefrontal area being discussed here appears to gen
eralize across tasks that demand access to words based on meaning or
based on other forms of cues that do not involve meaning (see Buck
ner, Raichle, et aI., 1995; Klein et aI., 1995). Some researchers may
wish to subdivide these kinds of retrieval into semantic retrieval and
lexical retrieval, respectively. Within this terminology, the left inferior
prefrontal area is activated during both semantic and lexical retrieval.

5. More areas than just the right anterior prefrontal cortex were ad
ditionally activated in the episodic version of the stem-completion
task. These included several areas in the dorsal right prefrontal cortex
and a less robust left prefrontal activation. An additional area in the
medial parietal cortex (near precuneus) was also activated and has
been reliably activated across many episodic memory retrieval tasks
(e.g., Andreasen et aI., 1995; Buckner, Petersen, et aI., 1995; Buckner,
Raichle, et aI., 1995; Fletcher et aI., 1995; Petrides et aI., 1995).

6. The idea of a brain area being used across many tasks to support
retrieval of verbal information should not be taken to mean that the
exact role of that area is well understood. Tentatively, it is suggested
that the left inferior prefrontal area discussed in this review plays a
role in representing verbal information while it is being retrieved. This
idea is motivated, in part, by studies outside the domain of long-term
memory which have shown activation of this area during working
memory tasks (see Fiez et aI., 1996, for a discussion of some of these
findings).

The finding of overlapping brain areas being activated during ver
bal long-term memory retrieval and working memory illustrates an
important point: processing events which we might separately call
"working memory" and "long-term memory" may not be completely
distinct at the functional anatomical level (see Buckner & Tulving,
1995). Many forms oflong-term memory retrieval likely involve a dy
namic interaction between accessing information and the representa
tion of that information. The representation and manipulation of
information, often called working memory, is thus an intimate com
ponent of many kinds of long-term memory.

Some might argue that the overlap in activations between working
memory and long-term memory suggests that brain areas involved in
long-term memory have not truly been isolated. However, this as
sumes that there are brain pathways specialized only for long-term
memory. It seems equally reasonable to assume that pathways impor
tant for long-term memory might map onto pathways being used for
other kinds of memory function, with additional brain areas (or new
interactions among brain areas) supporting demands specific to long
term memory. This should not be interpreted to mean that the areas
more generally active arenot important for long-term memory. In the
end, a complete description of all brain areas involved (and how they
interact) will be necessary.

7. Another reason for examining multiple kinds of comparisons is
to increase confidence in the data. Any single task image can contain
noise or artifacts potentially producing spurious activations. By com
paring multiple tasks with multiple control tasks, the likelihood that
noise in anyone task image will produce a false positive (Type I error)
is reduced. Even in cases where a comparison seems redundant, more
information can potentially be gained by examining that compari
son-especially when thresholding procedures are used that only vi
sualize activations reaching a certain magnitude (which is almost al
ways the case).
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